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Music of Expos

Musical Exoticism at World
Exhibitions of Paris

World Expos have left universal
legacies in many fields, including music.
Expo have always provided the stage
for the meeting of people and nations
and for cultural and artistic exchanges.

At 1889 and 1900 World Exhibitions, visitors, while
promenading through the Pavilion of Colonies, were
able to hear all types of music.

Different musical traditions have always beeng
represented within Expos. At the time when
travelling was less frequent than today, Expo
visitors could take a true musical world tour in
a few hours.
Expos have been sources of inspiration, for instance, the influence of
Javanese music on Debussy. The great symphonies performed for Expos
not only provided a musical rhythm for the event, but also enhanced the
spirit of the theme; as is the case with the symphony of the New World
composed by Dvorák and performed during the 1893 Chicago Exhibition
“World’s Columbian Exposition.”
Music has accompanied all of the moments of an Expo. The grand opening
and closing ceremonies, the visit of a pavilion or the official dinners were
opportunities for encounters between new music and a public open to
innovation. With the discovery of music along came the discovery of new
musical instruments and interactions with the musicians. It was during the
1889 Universal Exhibition that Edison’s phonograph, the first ever recording
device which anticipated the technologies for taking music everywhere,
was introduced to the world.
To revive this important tradition of Expos, for its 75th anniversary, the BIE
wished to bring together once again a new public with a sample of the
musical heritage of Expos. l would like to express my gratitude to the Polish
Ministry of Culture and National Heritage and to the City of Wroclaw for
their generosity, which made it possible to enjoy an outstanding orchestra
that has recreated the magic of the music of Expos.
Vicente González Loscertales,
Secretary General of the BIE

To amplify the exotic feel of
the showcased colonial or
European architecture, the
organizers had called on
musicians of all backgrounds:
a Moroccan nouba in the rue
du Caire, Malgasy singers
The Paris Exhibition of 1900 :
animating a living painting, a
The Theatre of the Ottoman
real carillon player from Valais in
Pavilion – Orchestra and
Dancer
Switzerland, a muezzin calling
out to prayer from the top of a
minaret, an Annamite orchestra, or Hindu priests playing temple
gongs. The reactions of the French audience were divided. While
the Balinese dancers, gracious and very young, were adored
(sometimes even too much), non-European music was generally
rejected with disgust: “Meowing and clucking, without neither
measure nor tonality, rising in sharp notes until the very limits of
perception of auditory sense!” exclaimed Jules Verne, speaking
of traditional Chinese music.
The musicians at the time, however, were ale to take advantage
of these encounters. Thus was the case of Julien Tiersot, the
father of the French ethnomusicology, who feverishly worked to
transcript all the foreign melodies and rhythms in order to analyze
them. And Claude Debussy enthused over the soft resonance
of the gamelan music of Java and the dramatic action of the
Annamite Theater. He was going to transform, some years
later, the experiences of the World Exhibition in his magnificent
piano passages such as Les Pagodes or the first piece of the
Estampes.
Beat A. Föllmi, Lecturer – HDR, University of Strasbourg,
Faculty of Protestant Theology

EXPO x EXPOS
The Itinerary Exhibition, EXPO X EXPOS, is on the road again:
It will be in Japan, from July 18 to August 31, 2009, in Aichi, Nagakute
Site, Guest House de Expo Aichi 2005.
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EXPOS AND CULTURE
Harmonious coexistence on a planetary level implies the knowledge and the
recognition of the immense variety of its peoples and its cultures. The plurality
is the great collective wealth of humanity. To feel united by certain universal
principles of ethics is its force.
We must improve relations; we have to meet each
other to find each other. If we want to transform our
current reality, we must discover it. If we want to truly
understand others, we have to observe them in their
own living space, natural and urban landscapes,
and in their daily work.
Through Expos, the BIE has carried out, over the
course of numerous decades, formidable work for
bridge-building, for interaction.
Jean Monet, one of the “fathers” of the European
Community, remarked that, since the beginning, it
would have been preferable to substitute the “c” of
commerce with the “c” of culture. It is now up to us,
then, to put in practice what this man would have
wished to do: leaving the profound crisis –financial,
environmental, political, ethical…– in which we find ourselves requires radical changes that go
well beyond the adoption of economic measures. In order to overcome the inertia and the
tendencies to moroseness which have led to the current situation, it is necessary that culture
be considered as an axis of change, in its best and full sense: that of daily behavior and that of
creativity, a distinctive capacity of humankind.
In times of crisis, in times of opportunity, we will see the birth of hope, if we encourage both
adequate attention to those who require it the most and the invention of a common future. The
future is to be made, and, as President Kennedy said in June 1963, there is no challenge that is
beyond the reach of the creative force that characterizes humankind.
“Adversity reveals genius”, says a well-known proverb. The time for action has come, to know
more about ourselves, about the citizens and the cities of the whole world. The time has come
to realize that, together, we can. It is by visiting, by seeing –and if possible, directly— how other
people and cultures live and express themselves, that arouse thoughts and emotions that allow
an increase in efforts, a unification of will, and an illumination of the ways of the other possible
world to which we aspire.

It is urgent, for the transition from a culture of coercion and authority towards a culture of conciliation and peace, to know one another, recognize one
another, respect one another, construct bridges of understanding and harmony.
Expos greatly contribute to this and in a clear and obvious way. The moment has now come to spread this valuable “new perspective” to countries… and
across continents (!) that are not yet part of this fantastic “journey”. The cities of
the Southern Hemisphere must now make their entry, in their entire splendor, into
the panorama of Expos.

34 Avenue d’Iéna
75016 Paris
Tel : 01 45 00 38 63
Email : bie@bie-paris.org
www.bie-paris.org
© BIE

Project for the Tree of Peace

The cities of the world for the citizens of the whole world. A world, which, finally,
will illuminate the horizons, which today are so dark, and resolve the conflicts
that arise by a serene dialogue. “We, the peoples…” – thus begin with such
lucidity the United Nations Charter, will have succeeded in realizing the great
transition: from force to speech.
Federico Mayor,
President of the Foundation Culture and Peace
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EDlTORlAL :
Expos, a cultural platform
Since the creation of “Progression” we
have dealt with a number of essential
aspects concerning Expos such as
cooperation, communication and the
legacy of Expos. Yet we have still not
touched upon the principal element of
Expos, that is culture.
This issue of “Progression” will be
dedicated to showcasing the crucial
role which culture plays on Expos in all
its forms. This role which can be found
since the ver y beginning of the histor y
of Expos has evolved during these 150
years and will surely constitute one
of the biggest challenges for the Expo
organisers and for the BIE in the first
decades of the 21st centur y. The cultural
element, which has always included
the fine ar ts and music, has been an
impor tant factor of the expos since 1851,
but the way of considering culture has
changed during this period.
During the period of 1851-1940, Expos
were strongly influenced by the idea of
material progress based on technological
innovation. Yet even in the so-called
“age of progress”, the expos were not
only - as the great German philosopher
and cultural critic Walter Benjamin said “the sites of the pilgrimage to the
commodity fetish” but probably the most
impor tant events of cultural exchange of
this period.
Following World War II and with the
progression of decolonisation, an increasing
number of participating countries reflects
not only a larger cultural diversity within
Expos, but also shows that for the new
sovereign states, culture and national
identity are intimately linked. The
exhibition of their culture constitutes the
af firmation of their national identity. With
the emphasis put on the human factor,
the value of expos as a showcase for
cultural diversity is increased and the
need for cultural exchange has evolved
to become based on the concept of
equality and respect for all the cultures.
Today Expos have evolved even fur ther
to include all the key pillars of our world,
from nations, to cities, international
organisations and NGOs as well as
civil society. This has ensured that once
again, Expos still constitute the best
stage for a truly global cross-cultural
exchange and where culture from all
over our planet is available to all the
citizens of the world.
Vicente González Loscer tales
Secretar y General of the BIE
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Gastronomy in World
Exhibitions
Since the second half of the nineteenth
century, culinary exhibitions have been
organized in Western Europe, quickly
spreading to all the other continents.
However, even in the framework of
World Exhibitions, gastronomy has
always played an important role.
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Jorge Sampaio
President of the Por tuguese Republic (1996-2006) - UN High Representative for the Alliance of Civilizations
Building bridges between societies: the Alliance of
Civilizations, a United Nations initiative about dialogue
that delivers.
Belgium Restaurant – Expo Paris 1878

The real cities that are the exhibitions sites must provide daily
catering for thousands of visitors. Participating countries often build
one or several restaurants offering their typical national dishes.
Indeed, gastronomy is considered as an expression of identity and
constitutes, of course, a competitive economic activity as well. In
Zaragoza 2008, there were over a hundred restaurants. Also, as was
the case for Paris 1867, many World Expos highlight, in specialized
sections, the know-how of the chefs. Indeed, cooking is not an
activity of production but of transformation; it is thus the culinary art
and science and all their latest developments that are showcased at
the Expos. The exhibitions themselves produce creation: for example,
the classification of Medoc wines was realized in view of Paris 1855.
Furthermore, Expos can cause changes in visitors’consumption style,
notably those of the host country. For instance, agro-alimentary
professionals agree that Montreal 1967 marked a turning point in
Canada’s international gastronomy.

The UN initiative, Alliance of Civilizations, aims to take up the challenge
of good governance and cultural diversity by establishing them among
the priorities of the world agenda.
The Alliance is aiming to become the UN pillar for good governance and
cultural diversity: this goal is as crucial for our society as biodiversity is
fundamental for the planet’s future.
In order to meet these tasks, the Alliance relies on the development of
two major instruments: on one hand, the national plans and regional
strategies for supporting intercultural dialogue and, on the other hand,
partnerships networks that will lead the field actions to success. Our
goal is simple and the path before us is clear.

Paris 1889 - Blancart (BNF)

Regarding “National Plans and Regional Strategies for supporting
Intercultural Dialogue”, just its implementation will enable the
introduction of good governance practices in the domain of cultural
diversity and to develop, in due time, effective policies capable to
guarantee diversity’s right to be interiorized and a culture of peace
and human rights to all citizens.

Concerning partnerships, they are the real pillars of the Alliance,
both in relation to international organizations and to civil society, be
it in regard to the private sector, NGOs or confessional groups. The
declared objective is reducing multicultural tensions, and building
bridges between communities: the Alliance offers initiatives and helps
the enactment of projects in its four particular domains – education,
youth, medias and migrations – while trying to provide a concrete
answer to the question “How can different people live together by
respecting each other?”
Substantial results are at stake. In order to win this bid we have to go
beyond dialogue. Words, of course, are fundamental but they have an
enduring impact only when they are underpinned by concrete and
durable actions.
For these reason the
Alliance has an obligation to
perform.

Jorge Sampaio

Denis Saillard,
CHCSC Research Associate at the University of Versailles Saint-Quentin-en-Yvelines

lnterview with... Wangari Maathai,
Founder of the Green Belt Movement, 2004
Nobel Peace Prize
You have extensive knowledge, from your responsibility in the African Union
and your travels around the African Continent. Drawing on this extensive
knowledge, what is the importance of the water issue in achieving social
and economic development?
Well, I would say that water is a very important
commodity –fresh water. We can’t live without
it, but we take it for granted and especially
when it is accessible to us, and for many years
it has been accessible. But now we know that
fresh water is becoming a rare commodity, it
is becoming a commodity therefore that some
international companies want to privatise.
And as the water gets privatised and the
environment gets threatened. These are recent
situations in my country Kenya and in fact,
in many countries, especially in the Middle

Wangari Maathai overlooking areas reforested
by GBM (Photo by Mia MacDonald)

East. One of the major issues is water-clean
drinking water. In many developing countries,
companies are coming in and privatising water.
They put that water in bottles, and as we
speak, in Kenya a bottle of water costs more
than a bottle of soda. Now, that should not be
so. It should not be easier or cheaper to buy
carbonated soda than to buy clean drinking
water. And that is the kind of the future we
are faced with. This very scarce commodity
that many of us take for granted could
become inaccessible. And therefore l would say
wherever we are, if we are in a place where
there is plenty of water, we need to educate
ourselves that this is a very rare commodity
in many parts of the world, and it can even
become more rare in the greater part of the
world if we don’t take care of the environment
that brings that water to us, especially forest.
Wangari Maathai,
Extract from “Rainwater Harvesting”,
Palabras del Agua – Tribuna del Agua –
Expo Zaragoza 2008

Three countries and three Expos to tackle
three of the most important themes of
our time. At the dawn of the 21st century,
the international community will come
together at least on these occasions to
reflect upon its journey to where we are
today and to consider our prospects for
the future.

“The Theme makes the
Expo”, is the new item
of the BIE Website

Culture is the Soul of the EXPO
The EXPO movement has already been in existence for 158 years. It has shown no
sign of ageing; on the contrary, it has always preserved its vitality and its dynamism.
What is the secret of the longevity of the
EXPO movement? l was wondering about it
when l learnt about this movement in 1998
when l arrived in Paris as Ambassador. l
saw the EXPO of Hanover, the EXPO of Aïchi,
and the EXPO of Zaragoza.

During 4 years when l was the President of
the BIE, l learnt a lot about Expos with my
friend Vicente González Loscertales, Secretary
General of the BIE and the other people
involved in EXPO movement, and l arrived at
the conclusion that the secret of the longevity
It presents, in successive parts, the of the EXPO movement lies in its mission to
themes and sub themes of the make human civilization progress.
future Expos : first, Expo Shanghai The story of the EXPO shows us that this mission consists of three parts. The first one is to display the
2010 “Better City, Better Life”; then, latest progress made by humanity. The second is to raise the problems with which this civilization is
Expo Yeosu 2012 “The Living Ocean confronted. The third is to look for the solution to these problems.
and Coast” ; followed by Expo
Civilization is constantly progressing for the well being of all the women and men on the earth.
Milano 2015 “Feeding the Planet,
The EXPO movement is itself the result of the progress of the human civilization. Once created, this
Energy for Life”.
movement contributes in its turn to the progress made by the human civilization. Here is the secret of
With this new item, the objective the longevity of the EXPO movement.
of the BIE is to underline, for the Any EXPO is a demonstration of the cultural diversity. This is my deepest impression acquired by
readers, the importance of the visiting EXPOS. THE EXPO brings together all cultures; it is a living dialogue of civilizations. This dialogue
theme and messages of each future responds to the deep aspirations of humanity: peace, friendship, development and cooperation.
Expo, which represent nowdays a
Culture is what makes some national pavilions different from others. The national pavilions that
priority for the whole international
have proved successful and have attracted the admiration of all the visitors are an expression of the
community.
plenitude of the culture of this country.

Join us on :
http://www.bie-paris.org/tme/fr

Wu Jianmin, Former President of the BIE

